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Accessing SDO Data Through
the VSO IDL Client (updated)
At the spring AAS meeting, we presented a poster on how to
access SDO data through the Virtual Solar Observatory’s IDL client
in SolarSoft, and solicited comment on additional features that
scientists would like to see.
With the data now ﬂowing, we have had a number of suggestions
from the science community, and have added new keywords,
clariﬁed documentation, and hopefully improved the client
overall.
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Searching for SDO data in IDL:
IDL> aia=vso_search( start_time, [end_time], inst=’aia’, wave=wavelength )
IDL> results=vso_get( aia )

Dominic Zarro’s HTTP client that the VSO IDL client uses has been
modiﬁed to support downloading ﬁles without knowing the size
of the ﬁle. This allows us to stream tarballs as they are generated
without the need for staging the data. The HTTP client also now
supports the Content-Disposition header, allowing web services
to suggest ﬁlenames for ﬁles to be transfered, rather than using
the URL of the program generating the tarball.

To deal with the many processed forms of SDO data available in DRMS,
we will be supporting a few new search parameters:

IDL> hmi = vso_search( start_time, [end_time], inst=’hmi’, physobs=physical_observable )
IDL> results=vso_get( hmi )

STATUS : Complete, in SolarSoft; however work is underway to
use staged data to reduce the overhead at the caching nodes
due to memory consumption.

Staged SDO Data
Streaming of the data creates problems if your connection
breaks, as you cannot continue downloading; you must start
all over again. For those with spotty internet connections, we
are implementing staging the data. You will need to provide an
e-mail address to be notiﬁed of when the data is available for
download.
IDL> results = vso_get( ... , email=’...’, /staging )
STATUS : IDL client has been updated in SolarSoft; we hope to
have the backend done by AGU or shortly after.

Multiple Data Mirrors
To support the distributed systems of caching nodes, we allow
users to designate which site to download from.
IDL> sdo = vso_search( ... )
IDL> status = vso_get( sdo, site=’...’ )
STATUS : Done; in SolarSoft. NSO, SAO and ROB now online;
UCLan and SDAC to follow soon.

Rice Compressed Data
As data was released, a number of scientists found that their tools
could not read Rice compressed FITS ﬁles. As such, we are serving
uncompressed ﬁles by default, but due to the overhead involved
this will likely change in the future. You can explicitly request rice
or uncompressed data:
IDL> results = vso_get( ... , /rice )
IDL> results = vso_get( ... , /norice )
STATUS : Complete, in SolarSoft.

http://www.virtualsolar.org/

New Search Parameters

We will present information both on the current status and
future planned updates for the VSO IDL client, as well as solicit
for additional comments on how to improve it.

Downloading Tarballs
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level : the level of processing
IDL> aia_lev1 = vso_search( ‘2010-04-01’, inst=’aia’, level=1 )
IDL> aia = vso_search(‘2010-10-01’, inst=’aia’, level=’> 1’ )
cadence of the series
IDL> datasets = vso_info( inst=’hmi’, /cadence, /physobs, /level )
Also see ‘sample’ to reduce the records returned.
resolution: search on the ‘resolution’ of the image.
Spatial reduction:
resolution=1
; full resolution
resolution=0.25 ; quarter res; 4x4 binned
Pixel count:
pixels=1024
; 1024x1024 images
Pixel scale:
pscale=’1-3’ or pscale=‘< 2’ ; values in arcseconds
spatial searching
In Xsun / Ysun to watch the poles or limb
In Carrington Latitude / Longitude to track events

Interaction with the HEK

VSO Online Help

STATUS: ‘Level’ and resolution work for SDO data, but need to add
support for other data providers. ‘Cadence’ and spatial searching
not yet implemented.

We will be modifying the VSO IDL client to accept output from Sam Freeland’s
functions to search the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase (in the ‘ontology’
package in SolarSoft) as search parameters. This will allow you to ask for data
taken near the time of a given event:

As the VSO uses a series of wrappers around a main object, and the
use of ‘extra’ to pass values, many IDL commands to tell you what the
appropriate variables are don’t return anything useful. Therefore, we
have a command ‘vso_help’ that gives information about the VSO IDL
commands:

‘Latest’ Data

IDL> query = ssw_her_make_query( ‘2010-05-01’, ‘2010-05-18’, /FL, $
search_array=[‘ﬂ_goescls>M1’] )
IDL> events = ssw_her_query( query )
IDL> aia = vso_search( inst=’aia’, event=events.ﬂ[0] )
In the future, we hope to use the HCR (Coverage Registry) to support spatial
searching for cutouts of SDO data as well.
STATUS : In development, need syntax for time windowing; we hope to
have a solution by mid-January.

IDL> vso_help
IDL> vso_help, /search ; docs for the vso_search command
IDL> vso_help, /get
; docs for the vso_get command
IDL> vso_help, /info
; docs for the vso_info command
STATUS : Done; in SolarSoft; we hope to expand it to pull news from
an RSS feed and include documentation on the vso object.

As a shortcut for searching for the most recent image, there is now a /
latest ﬂag keyword which acts as if the ‘near’ time keyword to the current
time, with a search window of one week.
IDL> aia171 = vso_search( /latest, inst=’aia’, wave=171 );
IDL> hmi = vso_search( /latest, inst=’mdi’ );
STATUS : Done; in SolarSoft

Other Features
VSO Registry Search

Shopping Cart Access

As new series are made available through VSO, users need to be able to easily
ﬁnd what datasets and options are available:

The VSO IDL client will soon be able to access the ‘shopping carts’ used
by the VSO Web Interface. With it, you will be able to load the metadata
records associated with a given Cart Identiﬁer:

Information about using vso_search() and vso_info():
IDL> vso_info
Listing the instruments available through VSO:
IDL> vso_info, /instruments
Getting a structure with the instrument list:
IDL> vso_info, output=output, /instruments
STATUS : Basic listings completed; additional work to be done to allow
restricting the list (eg, list only instruments that produce images in 175
Ångstrom, or only those observing on a given day)

IDL> cart = vso_search( cart=’VSO-SDAC-100519-211918’ )

How would you like to search for and interact
with the SDO data? Please e-mail the author with
any suggestions you might have:
joseph.a.hourcle@nasa.gov

or download the ﬁles associated with a given Cart Identiﬁer:
IDL> cart = vso_get( cart=’VSO-SDAC-100519-211918’ )
or save the results of a VSO search for later retrieval in IDL or the Webbased User Interface
IDL> records = vso_search( ‘2010-04-01’, inst=’aia’ )
IDL> cart_id = vso_save_cart( records )
STATUS : In development.
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